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Chairman’s Chat

John Wright

First of all some very good news.

We had been in considerable danger of losing the Green Hut as it is
on Queen’s Mead which has become part of PGL s empire. However
Andrew Coates has been able to negotiate it back to us, for which we
are very grateful. It would have been very difficult and involved a lot
of work to remove the end of the Hut again, to slide the boat out and
then replace  the end. Also of course we have nowhere else to put the
Powder Boat. So well done Andrew.

At Easter, at the VE weekend and at the schools’ half term (late May
Bank Holiday) we have had reasonable to very good attendances,
which were very good to see. A new event at the latter was a Wild
West Show which was very successful.     I hope these will be a
harbinger of good attendances throughout the summer.

Recruiting new members would be a very welcome thing for existing
members to do. Our numbers are declining for obvious reasons and
new members, particularly younger ones,   would be very welcome.
This is a way for all members to help the Friends weather what might
well  be a difficult period. Please encourage your friends and
neighbours to join.

With best wishes for the summer and looking forward to seeing some
of you at the Mills.
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Finally, somewhat later than I intended, here is the Summer issue.

Once more there is a lengthy article from Les Tucker and future
issues should include another two episodes to conclude his rocketry
series. The bad news is that he has threatened to produce no more
after that. You will appreciate that I am now in need of more
contributors. This is a constant cry from editors, in the distant past
Norman Paul sent out a Round Tooit for all those who promised
articles 'when they got round to it.'

Items do not need to be long or technical, just something of interest
to at least a few of our readers, if you prefer write a letter, but please
do contribute or I shall have to give up the Editors job and hope that
shocks someone into taking over!

Once more many thanks to all those who have helped with articles
and letters, especially Les who promised me an article for each issue
when I took on the role of Editor and who has always delivered.
Without your contributions I could not produce Touchpaper. Also
many Thanks to John Cook who arranges printing and distribution of
the printed copies.

I produce the email version in a form that should be searchable when
opened in Adobe Reader, there are other ways to try to view the email
PDF file but I know one reader at least has had trouble when not
using Adobe Reader. Unfortunately I cannot guarantee success with
all ways of viewing the document.

Editorial

Brian Clements
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Early Rocketry

Part 4 America (3)

This continues the Early Rocketry series. Previous parts have covered
Russia, France, Britain (1) and America (1) and (2).

Next after this will be Germany and finally Britain ( 2 ).

The Joker in the Pack - Marvel / John /Jack Parsons

When looking back at the pantheon of rocket pioneers you see a
range of worthies from the great theorists – the obscure Russian
teacher Tsiolkovsky, the Transylvanian Hungarian / German Oberth,
the early practical exponents – e.g. the 2nd. William Congreve and in
America in the 20th. century – Goddard, theorist and rocket builder
and the amateur enthusiasts graduating to commercial and
Governmental respectability – Wylde, Shesta... but then you get to
Jack Parsons.

Jack Parsons – the genius they air brushed out

Marvel Whiteside Parsons, named after his father, was born on 2nd.
October 1914 in Los Angeles.

In1915 after his marital infidelity was discovered Jack’s father left the
family. Jack’s maternal grandparents were in a position to purchase a
mansion on millionaires’ row in Pasadena and they and Jack and his
mother moved there.

After his father left Jack s mother renamed him John and he later
became known as Jack.
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Early years – the start of rocketry

Like so many of his generation, Jack Parsons was captivated by the
science fiction novels of Jules Verne and later the many science
fiction magazines circulating in America.

He showed early signs of a restless and enquiring spirit and mind. It
is perhaps not surprising therefore that he developed an interest in a
subject which was regarded in society as wild fantasy, the stuff of
Marvel Comics – travel to space and the moon by means of rocketry.

Jack’s early schooling record at Pasadena Junior High School was
poor and he was sent to a boarding school. He was expelled from
there, reputedly after a failed experiment which blew up the school
toilets.

Marvel / John / Jack Parsons
1914 - 1952

Flawed rocket genius / man ofmagic
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He improved at a later private school and then enrolled for a science
degree course at Pasadena Junior College. He had to leave this
because of financial difficulty and similarly had to leave a degree
course which he later started at Sanford University. It is possible that
by that time rocket experiments were proving too great a distraction.

Whilst at Junior High School Jack’s rather introverted personality had
attracted the attention of the school bullies. As can happen in these
situations he was befriended and protected by a fellow student, from
a very different. poor, background – Edward Forman.

Jack introduced Edward to the magical world of rocketry and the two
formed an enduring lifetime friendship. Edward had high innate
mechanical skills and the two formed a complementary team,
plunging into rocket experiments and building, using black powder
(gunpowder) as fuel, resulting in many craters in the immaculate
Parsons mansion lawn.

However lessons were being learnt. Jack became aware of the
drawbacks of loose powder and the consequent need for an efficient
binding medium – which he decided was glue!

As the schoolboys entered the senior years Jack obtained a holiday
job at the Hercules Powder Company. He soon made a mark as an
exceptionally able worker and gained a knowledge of a wide range of
explosives and their manufacture.

A lucky break and success - 1936

In 1936 the pair became aware of a report of a lecture given at the
California Institute of Technology ( Caltech ) under the auspices of
GALCIT on the possibility of an above stratosphere aircraft, possibly
rocket powered.

GALCIT was the Guggenheim Aeronautical Institute California
Institute of Technology.

Either at the lecture or arising from it the pair made the acquaintance
of Frank Malina.
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Malina was a PhD student working on a thesis on rocket propulsion
and the three quickly formed a close knit rocketry research group.

Although rocketry was viewed with scepticism and even derision by
the mainstream scientific community and the US Government,
GALCIT, with project leader Theodore von Karman, had been
conducting rocket research. The trio approached von Karman and,
rather surprisingly, bearing in mind only one of them had a degree
level education, gave them the use of a room at the Institute. It could
be he recognised the potential of the complementarity of the three –
Parsons the intuitive experimenter, Forman the engineer and Malina
the theorist.

A series of wild, risky experiments followed accompanied by much
tinkling of glass and damage to building fabric and von Karman
moved them to a collection of old sheds in Arroyo Seco canyons – by
a remarkable coincidence used earlier by the great American rocket
pioneer Robert Goddard ( Touchpaper Winter 2012 ).

Undeterred the experimenters pressed on and named themselves the
GALCIT Rocket Research Group.

The Rocket Research Group resting at Arroyo Canyons
L. – R Frank Malina, Ed Forman, Jack Parsons
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GALCIT Rocket Research Project - 1937

In 1937 with von Karman’s support the Caltech affiliated GALCIT
Rocket Research Project was formally constituted.

The Group were re-allotted space at Caltech and experiment
continued at a furious pace, to the extent that they became known as
the Suicide Squad.

Jack the explosives expert - 1938

In the meantime as an offshoot of work on rocket propellant Parsons
had become known in the area as something of an explosives expert,
to the extent that in 1938 he appeared as an expert witness in a case
where the intelligence head of the Los Angeles Police Department,
Earl Kynette, was convicted for the attempted murder by car bomb of
a private detective. Parsons was able to demonstrate to the court how
Kynette would have constructed the bomb.

Jack, suitably dressed for court appearance in suit and tie,
with the bomb which he reconstructed
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Marxism

At the time Marxism was exerting a strong influence and the Group
appeared to dabble for a time. Jack soon forgot it, but unfortunately
the FBI did not.

Experiment and development contracts 1938 -
1942

By 1939 the Group had developed their liquid fuelled rocket to the
point where it burned for one minute.

First development contracts - 1939

Preparations were being made for war. Malina had written a report on
the possible use of jet (the word rocket was still considered not quite
respectable in serious scientific circles) propulsion to assist the take
off of heavily loaded aircraft and the GALCIT Rocket Research Project
received a grant of $1000 from the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) Committee on Army Air Corps Research to pursue the subject.

Events were moving fast and in July 1939 GALCIT Rocket Research
Project received a $10000 contract from the NAS Committee for work
on the application of jet (rocket) propulsion to military aircraft under
the title Air Corps Jet Propulsion Research Project (ACJP)

It was not specified whether the work should apply to increasing the
overall flying performance of aircraft or assisted take off, so both were
studied.

JATO

For assisted take off the term Jet Assisted Take Off - JATO was
adopted – the term rocket was still avoided.

The Group’s rocket had been liquid fuelled. However Jack had begun
to develop the faith in solid propellant which characterised all his later
work.
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Liquid Fuel engine design

In the meantime however the military were still demanding a liquid
fuel development.. RH Goddard had been assigned this work, but was
experiencing difficulties.

At some point Jack turned his mind to the problem and produced the
solution – a rocket engine employing red fuming nitric acid as the
oxidiser and aniline fuel. Reputedly he had formed the idea after
seeing the rust creating effect of nitrous fumes in the laboratory.

This concept was employed by NASA in post war rocket engines.

GALCIT 27 August 1941

The key propellant formulator in the group was Jack Parsons and by
August 1941 the group had created a JATO propellant – GALCIT 27.
This was a solid propellant consisting of amide (a kind of black
powder) fuel, corn starch and ammonium nitrate oxidiser bound with
glue with the casing lined with blotting paper.

Jubilation, but then a problem – August 1941 –
June 1942
12th. August 1941

The Group thought they had found the ideal solid propellant and on
12th. August 1941 the first successful American JATO flight was made
at Wright Field in an Ercoupe light aircraft.
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First JATO flight – 12th. August 1941

Rocketeers atWright Field, Ercoupe aircraft in
background

L. – R. Jack Parsons, Ed Forman, Frank Molina
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By this time the US Navy had become extremely interested. The
looming war in the Pacific would employ large numbers of aircraft
taking off from limited carrier decks and short island air strips and a
source of take off assistance would be crucial.

The flight so impressed Navy planners that in a very short space of
time in January 1942 they had placed a development contract with the
Group for a GALCIT 27 JATO unit.

Aerojet – March 1942

By this time it looked like there was a realistic prospect of large Navy
orders and a company was formally constituted to handle JATO
business.- Aerojet.

At this point GALCIT 27 suddenly cast a dark shadow over the happy
band. Units employing the composition began to blow up in storage,
reacting to changes in temperature – a characteristic which might
also lead to the unit blowing a hole in the aircraft.

Success – July 1942
Jack Parsons, saviour of Aerojet – GALCIT 53 –
July 1942

The Group frantically began a search for an improved composition
which would be stable in storage. However they became fixated on
the oxidiser. In the meantime Parsons came up with one of the great
intuitive leaps in solid propellant rocketry. Ignoring the panic around
him he focussed on the binder / fuel.

Of all things he substituted a binder / fuel consisting of common
asphalt as used by roofers and tilers. Reputedly the idea came to him
when he saw local workmen pouring asphalt for fixing roof tiles and
sealing pavement cracks.

The result was the composition GALCIT 53 – the components were
mixed then heated and cast into the combustion chamber of a rocket,
in this case for assisted take off..
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The performance of GALCIT 53 went beyond the Group’s wildest
dreams and all other work virtually ceased to concentrate on the
formulation.

Jack Parsons had invented a castable, case-bonded, composite rocket
propellant.

The fuel was stable, less volatile, casting the asphalt meant it
wouldn’t settle in the canisters, and it provided a thrust 427% more
powerful than GALCIT 27.

A JATO unit
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GALCIT 61-C – From 1943

Further experimentation produced the variant GALCIT 61-C, which
became the standard propellant for the JATO units supplied by
Aerojet from 1943.

%

76 Potassium perchlorate oxidiser

24 Binder / Fuel ( 70 Texaco Asphalt 30 Union Oil Co. lube oil)

Parsons with a JATO casing
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory – 1943

In 1943 a further company was formed – the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, still clinging to the phraseology Jet

JATO in WW2 1943 - 1945

During WW2 Aerojet produced 200,000 JATO units, most for the US
Navy, including a single order for 40,000, with production rising to
20,000 per month. Such was the pressure office staff worked an extra
shift after hours in the unskilled part of the work.

Navy pilots developed an affection for the JATO units, which they
called Smokey Joes, partly reflecting the success of JATO in making
possible rescue operations in conditions which would otherwise have
been impossible. It is estimated that JATO was responsible for saving
around 4500 lives over WW2.

From 1939 - the other side of Jack Parsons

Jack’s restless mind would not allow him to confine his activity to
rocketry however successful and he embarked on a course which
would lead eventually to his being ostracised by the deeply
conservative American Establishment and scientific community.

Just as rocketry in early days had appealed to him as something wild
and fantastic so he turned to the world of esotericism which was
finding fertile ground in California.

In 1939 he joined Thelema, the religious movement of the English
occultist Alisreir Crowley – the Great Beast. Crowley’s views held
particular appeal to Jack as they embraced the powers of magic as it
related to quantum physics, a way of merging his science fiction
fantasies with real life. He threw himself into the movement, to the
extent that by 1942 he was leading the Agape Lodge, (1) centre of the
California branch of Thelema, where increasingly bizarre rituals were
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practised with friends, lovers and acolytes, many female. These
happenings could not remain secret and officialdom became
increasingly uneasy about their JATO supplier, who worshipped the
Devil and was holding what were becoming orgies in his house.
However his technical ability remained unchallenged .

In 1945 Thelema welcomed a new member into the Agape lodge - L.
Ron Hubbard – an event which would ultimately trigger Parson’s
downfall. By this time he had abandoned his first wife in favour of
her 16 year old sister Sara – a dangerous liaison vis a vis California
state law. However Sara began to transfer her affections to Hubbard.
In increasingly desperate attempts to recover her Parson’s began to
resort to black magic and voodoo.

(1) Nothing new under the sun

In 2006 an author published a book describing his travels

around rural villages in buses run by small independent

operators, describing bizarre historical events he uncovered.

He reached the Somerset village ofPraxton, near

Bridgwater, and uncovered the story ofa Victorian religious

commune which had been set up nearby,

led by the selfstyled Reverend Henry James Prince, who

believed himselfthe agent ofthe Holy Ghost. He and his

followers would descend on Bridgwater from time to time where

Prince would deliver fiery sermons to the populace.

In an uncanny foretaste ofParsons, the following appears :

‘ The community was known as Agapemone. The name was

derived from the Greek word agape, meaning spiritual love,

since that was the kind oflove which was said to exist there,

although the strong suspicion in Bridgwater pubs

was that Eros was probably nearer the mark .‘
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Navajo launch 1957

Departure from Aerojet - 1944

In the meantime at the end of 1944 a 51% stake in Aerojet was sold
to General Tire and Rubber, partly to obtain supplies of chemicals.
The corporate hierarchy at General Tire did not like what they saw
of Jack’s methods and in December 1944 he was unceremoniously
paid off.

His expertise was still respected however and over 1945 to 1946 he
worked for North American Aviation on the Navajo missile
programme.
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He acted as a freelance rocketry consultant, including advising on the
rocketry programme of the newly created state of Israel. This led to
his being accused of espionage when he took some secret papers
home to work on.

By this time the Cold War had got under way and the espionage
incident, despite his being cleared, combined with his earlier dabbling
in Marxism led to his being classified as a ‘subversive‘.

The end of rocketry - 1948

By 1948 the FBI had removed his maximum security clearance.
Parsons was effectively barred from rocketry work.

Decline – 1948 onwards

Jack took on a variety of low level jobs and established a precarious
business operating from the garage of his Pasadena house supplying
pyrotechnics and explosives to the film industry.

In an effort to augment funds he joined with L. Ron Hubbard and Sara
in a venture which was supposed to buy and sell yachts, investing all
his savings.

The venture was a fiasco and Hubbard, accompanied by Sara,
decamped with all the company assets, including Jack’s savings.

The end - 1952

In 1952 Jack planned to travel to Mexico for a holiday, and possibly to
investigate the possibility of staying there. The day before he was due
to leave he received a rush order for explosives. Whilst working on it
in the course of mixing the extremely powerful explosive fulminate of
mercury in a coffee can he dropped it with the inevitable result. The
Pasadena Police investigator declared it an accident, but there are still
some who express doubts – was it murder or suicide?
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Achievements

One of the Early American Rocketry Greats Jack Parson’s inspiration
provided a significant, if not the most significant, impetus to
American rocketry solid propellant development at a time when
parallel liquid fuel propellant development was lagging.

Arguably this advanced US Government support for American
rocketry by at least two years.

His work established solid propellant as a safe and viable form of
rocket propulsion.

It formed the basis for progressive development of solid propellant
technology, both in America and Europe, ultimately with a whole
range of applications – sounding rockets, booster rockets, space
technology, including the NASA Space Shuttle, the Polaris, Poseidon
and Minuteman ICBM etc.

In WW2 the JATO assisted take off system made possible by his
ingenuity made a major contribution to US Navy offensive capability
in the war in the Pacific and as an offshoot was responsible for
saving the lives of 4500 men.

The business he led, Aerojet, has continued as a successful enterprise.

The JPL, founded as an associate of Aerojet, ultimately became part
of NASA and continues to this day as a space research centre and the
foremost centre for robotic engineering in the US.

An impressive catalogue and one which justifies including Jack
Parsons among the greats of early American rocketry.
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Oblivion

But did this persuade the American corporate scientific establishment
to acknowledge his achievements, unclouded by consideration of his
lurid private life ? Apparently not – he was consigned to footnotes
and is hardly mentioned in NASA historic literature.

L. Ron Hubbard

L. Ron Hubbard went on to found the new religion Scientology in
1953, with its ‘bible‘ Dienitics, with its best known later adherent Tom
Cruise, the film actor.

Epitaph

Probably stemming from his father’s early desertion of the family,
Jack had a strong bond with his mother. When she heard of her son’s
death she committed suicide.

Some recognition

In 1972 the International Astronomical Union named a crater on the
moon Parsons. Was it coincidence that it was on the dark side of the
moon?

Les Tucker
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The Friends AGM and Reunion

The Friends AGM and reunion was held on Friday 8th May on site in
the café.

The AGM saw two committee members retire, Brian Clements and
Les Tucker, with John Wilson joining the team. Brian will be
continuing as Editor of Touchpaper and we very much hope that Les
will continue to write his interesting pieces for the magazine.

Ther was a lively discussion about PGL and their proposed lease of
the site.

A presentation was made to Lance Bourne, General Manager, who has
now left the Royal Gunpowder Mills to become General Manager at
the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

After a splendid lunch most of the guests assembled for the official
photograph, kindly taken by Ian Macfarlane - see overleaf.

A number of Friends took a land train tour with commentary by
Martin Ives by popular demand.

It was very interesting and I can report from personal experience that
the work on the road surface has produced a much more comfortable
ride!

Daphne Clements
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Obituary

It is with great sadness that we have to
report the passing away of Jock McDougall
on 31st March 2015, just after his 93rd
birthday.

His funeral was at the Woodside
Crematorium in Paisley, where I said a few
words on behalf of you all. The reception
was held at the Fereneze Golf Club, not far
from where his sister Sheila lives and where

his extended family from both Barrhead and Burnley enjoyed a good
drink in his memory.

Jock was born on 18th March 1922 and, after time in the army and
ROF Bishopton, came down to ERDE in 1959, joining the
establishment on the same day as Dave Lee. He mainly worked in the
Main Lab for, amongst many others, Eddie Gallagher, John Bell and
latterly Ozzie Blay. He was a good chemist; he was proud of the work
that he did on a simple “spot test” to identify and classify explosives.
He also provided “expert witness” evidence in a number of interesting
court cases. He was a regular attendee at the social club, both the old
club in Powdermill Lane and then in the North Site canteen.

To say that Jock was not an enthusiastic supporter of the Tories is
perhaps a bit of an understatement, and there was quite a bit of
industrial unrest in the mid-1970s. Jock actually appeared on national
television then, during a strike march in Whitehall. He, and many
others from ERDE, were waving placards and chanting useful advice
to Ted Heath’s government about their pay when they saw a

Jock McDougall
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particularly attractive young lady leaning out of one of the upstairs
office windows along Whitehall. Their attention diverted from the
march, they all crashed into one another and ended up in a big heap in
the middle of Whitehall to the delight of the television crews. It was
on the six o’clock news; Jock’s moment of fame!

Starting in the 1970’s and going on three decades, Jock was a loyal
member of the Waltham Abbey Literary Society. This was a group of
us ex-ERDE folk who would take the train from Waltham Cross up to
central London on the last Friday of the month and have a drink and a
meal; well actually quite a few drinks, and then a meal. When it came
to the meal most of us favoured either a Chinese or an Indian meal,
but Jock declared every time that he would not eat any of this filthy
foreign muck, and he happened upon a restaurant in Tottenham Court
Road where the proprietor, who incidentally hailed from Gouroch
near his birth-place, understood him and what he wanted and
immediately put a large cigar in his mouth when he entered the
premises. Jock used to purr with delight and enjoyed a large plate-full
of chips and a pudding.

Jock was also an enthusiastic supporter of our local pub quiz team at
the Crown in Waltham Abbey, and he was very knowledgeable. He
was absolutely unbeatable on history and sport. That’s the good news.
The bad news was that during his later years he was increasingly hard
of hearing and used to bellow out those answers that he knew to the
hilarity of all the other teams, so nobody lost and nobody won the
quiz!

Jock as most of you will know was a keen and pretty good golfer,
albeit his language around the greens could be a bit colourful
sometimes. He actually got a hole in one on one occasion. He swore
his golfing partner of the day Dick Pace to silence over this lest he had
to buy everyone in the bar a round. Dick, like Jock, was engaged in
highly classified and secret work at Waltham Abbey, but his ability to
keep secrets was not that good and he immediately spilt the beans
resulting in Jock having a substantial bar bill. Happily I benefitted
from this.
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Actually Jock was one of the most generous people I have ever met;
he used to give a lot of money to worthy causes. I never over 43
years found anyone that disliked him; stubborn and cantankerous,
yes, I know that his sister Sheila often threatened to hit him over the
head with a saucepan, but a lovely chap who had a good innings and
will be very sorely missed.

GeoffHooper

Footnote on Jock McDougall

Shortly after Jock McDougall passed away, his sister Sheila went
through his papers. Amongst them was an ERDE Technical Report of
March 1973 by Jock and Bob Simkins “The Identification of Traces of
Explosives by Field Spot Tests (ERDE TR 122)”. Technically it is a
good piece of work; it is also a very well written report. The reason
for the latter may be in another document that Sheila unearthed and
passed over to me. This was titled “Advice on the composition and
form of technical reports” which was issued by the Ministry of
Supply in October 1954. I know that a number of our more venerable
colleagues recall this document. In its introduction it states that “This
pamphlet is derived almost in its entirety from an earlier pamphlet
issued anonymously but which was in fact written by Mr S.B.Gates
OBE, FRS of the Royal Aircraft Establishment to whom the Ministry
is greatly indebted”. They had reason to be so; it is a brilliantly
written down to earth document from which I thought that I should
share with you a couple of extracts:
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1 . A square deal for the reader

In mathematical or physical argument, do not be so laconic that only
one in ten of your readers can keep up. This is vanity. When you
have written “Clearly….” or “It is obvious that…..” look again. Is it?
These expressions may mean “It is clear to me but not to you….” Or
“It is not very clear to me, but….” In either case you are not playing
fair.

2. Notes on the craft ofwriting

You will discover that there is more to a word than its dictionary
meaning, and that each sentence you write begins a good or bad life
of its own as it runs off your pen. If you are fortunate you will find
yourself becoming sensitive to the stress and rhythm of words in a
sentence, of sentences in a paragraph, of paragraphs in an extended
argument. When this happens you have taken your first steps as a
literary craftsman. This will have two results, one positive and one
negative. Positively, you will gradually assume command of this
delicate and powerful instrument, and you will feel a pride in finding
out how much you can make it do. Negatively, you will more and
more dislike the various manifestations of its faulty use;
circumlocution, because the tool is being used clumsily; wooliness,
because it is being used slackly: cliché, because it is the product of
slavish habit; jargon and pointless decoration, because they convict
the craftsman who has his eye on himself rather than on his job.

3. Style

Finally a word about style. There is only one helpful thing to be said
about this, and that is, don’t worry about it. Style is not something
which you can consciously add to your writing, it is something
which grows out of writing that is good enough to achieve a nice
adaptation of means to ends. Style is the inevitable by-product of
hard, honest work in the use of words. It will come as the final shape
of your literary self as surely as the lines on a man’s face are an
expression of his total personality. If you press too hard for style you
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may find that you have got in the end only an actor’s make-up.

The Royal Aircraft Establishment clearly produced some very
interesting characters in those days, and this one may well have had
an influence on Jock and Bob as they crafted their report on spot
tests.

GeoffHooper

1 The Fryth photo

On the far left is Charles Erwood. Charles was always called and
referred to as Charles, never Charley, pre war he worked at the Tate
and Lyle labs at Silvertown. When the Fryth closed in 1948 Charles
was transferred to Waltham Abbey.   He lived in Welwyn and never
moved house to Waltham Abbey. For most of his time at Waltham he
used a rare six cylinder MG Magnette sports car. Third from left is
Fred Stalton. On retiring from the Royal Artillery between the wars
he worked in the pyrotechnic lab at Woolwich Arsenal. In 1939 he
was recalled to the RA and was eventually posted to The Fryth.   On
demob he moved to Waltham and worked in the pyrotechnic lab with
Jim Bell and myself.   He never moved house and went into lodgings
in Powder Mill Lane.   He made the journey home to Eltham every
weekend using the coach laid on for the ex Woolwich staff posted to
Waltham Abbey. I don't know any of the others because they never
moved to WA but I suspect the lady in the centre was or became Mrs
Erwood. Six people moved from The Fryth to WA in 1948, Colin
Meek (Section Leader, PSO later SPSO), Charles Erwood (EO to SEO),
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Jack Owens (SSA to EO), Fred Stalton (Lab worker B), Wally Linsel
(watch maker mechanic) and George Doe (storeman).

2 Cars

Were there two E type Jaguars owned by WA staff? Certainly Jim
Bell had one after previously having a 2..4 Jaguar saloon and before
that a pre-war Morris ( Oxford? ). For a long time he used a Scott
water cooled twin cylinder two stroke motor cycle sometime with a
sidecar. He had two cylinder blocks, one 500cc and one 600cc which
he would swap over at successive de-cokes.

Roy Atkins



I thought it might be useful to record the reformed structure of
English Heritage, for reference.  

The Future English Heritage

The reformed structure of English Heritage came into force on 1st.
April 2015.

The existing English Heritage has been divided into two.

1 . English Heritage

    One part, a charity, retains the name English Heritage.   It will run
the National Heritage Collection of historic properties.

    All the properties will remain in public ownership.   It will also be
encouraged to make the most of commercial opportunities.

    The Government is providing additional funding of £88.5m for
investment in the National Heritage Collection – conservation,    
refurbishment, upgrading of visitor facilities, displays etc.

  2. Historic England

    The other part is a newly formed public body, Historic England.   It
will offer expert advice, championing the wider historic

    environment and provide support for stakeholders in the heritage
sector.  

How nice it would have been to benefit from some of the £88.5m.

    Les  Tucker

English Heritage




